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1. This device is not medical supplies. Test results is only for reference. If any 
abnormality, please seek medical advice immediatly.
2. Please kindly read manuel and operate according to technical parameters 
before operations. 
3. Please clean the hand sanitizer/sundries around Infrared receiver and emitter 
holes in time in case of any abnormal operations. 
4. Please fixed main engine with matched column or by any methods, and keep 4. Please fixed main engine with matched column or by any methods, and keep 
it stable and safe. Do not make the engine upside down or oblique, or fall down.
5. This device is only suitable for wash-free hand sanitizer or ordinary sanitizer. 
Any abnormality caused by using other liquid will not be treated as quality 
problems. 
6.Infrared temperature detection head is a high precision product. Do not use 
hard objects to impact, and note that the surface of the detection head should 
not have particles foreign body, avoid influence on temperature detectionnot have particles foreign body, avoid influence on temperature detection.
7. Please take out batteries if keep the device long-term no-use, preventing 
any damage by battery damage and leakage.
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1.Use matched key to open the front cover, 
2.open the battery box and put in 4 pcs #5 battery.
3.open the white bottle ,and pour in certain hand sanitizer, and screw on cover.
4.Close the front cover, take out the key and press the buckle to lock it.
5. Press left button once to check electric quantity.
6. Press left button twice to start machine. It is takes about 1-2 mins to buffer.
7. Press right button to change language between Chinese and English.7. Press right button to change language between Chinese and English.
8. Press right button for 2 seconds to set temperature unit to be ℃/℉。

8. Put hands under the sensor area, the device will test temperature and outflow hand sanitizer 
automatically.
9.Screen will be green if temperature is normal. Abnormal temperature will be  dispalyed red, 
and voice prompt with warning.

Using High-precision Infrared Sensor, Stable and Reliable Performance
Automatic temperature measurement and disinfection, two-in-one
Strong Temperature Adaptability, Can Still Be Used Normally in Complex 
Environment

Intelligent Power Saving and Automatic Wake-up

Dual Choice of Celsius and Fahrenheit Units

Intelligent Digital Display, Clear and Soft Display


